Success Story Industry

Facts
Challenge
To make oilfield drilling
equipment even more durable
and flexible using additive
manufacturing.
Solution
The EOSINT M 280 makes it
possible to build more complex
drilling equipment, that even
withstands the harsh environment of oil and gas wells.
Results
• Optimized: drilling assembly
with part count reduced from
four separate components to
just one
• Efficient: optimized design
increases drilling accuracy,
reduces post-processing and
production costs
• Fast: shorter lead times and
times to market
• Profitable: no need for
moulds and the production
time involved

Drill bit and rotary steerable system (RSS): Complex parts for rotary steerable systems, which actively steer oil and gas wells,
are now being produced by APS Technology, Inc. using industrial 3D printing technology from EOS. (image courtesy APS)

Additive Manufacturing –
for a New Drilling Experience

Oilfield drilling equipment manufacturer APS steers
manufacturing onto a new production path with components
made using industrial 3D printing technology from EOS
Imagine trying to drill a hole through your living room wall, down the hallway and into the bedroom,
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all while standing in front of your house. Sounds impossible? Not when you use the right drilling

APS Technology is one of the

technique - on the one hand flexible, but on the other hand perfectly built for a challenging task

world‘s most advanced and

like this. Fortunately, carpenters and home improvement enthusiasts don’t have to resort to such

reliable companies to deliver

extreme drilling tactics for their work, but feats just as improbable as this are being performed daily

field performance and design

in the oil and gas industry. Which is why, when it comes to producing drilling equipment for its oil

confidence for all oilfield and

fields, APS technology relies on additive manufacturing from EOS.
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ring methods. “We’ve had lots of
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Around the world, well drillers

rushes past very fast. This can

plastic parts made for us,” says

routinely cut holes several miles

wreak havoc not only on the
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formations. Many of these well
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“And while it’s nice to get your

bores are steered through

equipment, even destroying even

hands on them, and see how they

complex hole geometries, often

super tough Inconel and 17-4

fit together, they’re of little value

while the drill bit is tens of

stainless steel.

for testing our equipment. They

thousands of feet deep. This

just don’t last.”

innovative technology uses a

This is just one of the many

combination of Measurement

challenges faced by energy

Solution

While Drilling (MWD) and Rotary

producers today. APS aims to

EOS had the perfect solution in

Steerable Systems (RSS), mounted

help these well operators by

store for APS: additive manufac-

immediately behind the drill bit

offering them a variety of

turing based on durable metal.

to take real-time measurements

intelligent tools, including

Using this technology, the

of borehole position and control

steerable drill motors, vibration

company was able to build

the trajectory.

dampers, modelling and analysis

long-lasting parts in a short

tools, and logging sensors, in

space of time. The solution is

Aside from the obvious difficul-

addition to its MWD systems.

known by the name of:

ties involved in when cutting rock

Previously, many of the conti-

EOSINT M 280. DMLS enables

hundreds of feet under the earth,

nuous improvement efforts at

designers to create complex

the pressurized fluid used to cool

APS had been accomplished using

geometries that could not

the drill head and flush away

a variety of additive manufactu-

previously be manufactured, and
challenges such as these have
now become far more manageable.
For example, various lattice
structures and thin but strong
webbing can now be created,
producing parts that are far
more space efficient than their

A complete MWD system: Some
internal turbine components were
printed with an EOSINT M 280
system. (image courtesy APS)

traditionally machined counterparts.

“The system had only been here a

sets of stators and rotors, all

ously possible, downstream

month or so when I started

of which are built on APS’s

machining operations are often

“Traditional manufacturing

working at APS,” remembers

EOSINT M 280. “However, now

simplified, and in some cases

methods have got us this far,

Seaton. “They‘d done a couple of

we’ve developed the ability to

eliminated entirely. Furthermore,

but the improved efficiencies

test builds and other things to

make those components in
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of parts created with DMLS are
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game changers. It creates a
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domino effect, where longer
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part that once took 18 hours to

Ultimately, this makes for a

Because of those early wins, we

Funke, these components are
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been manufactured the traditio-
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One of those wins is a five-stage
turbine used to power a steerable

maintenance, greater drilling

drilling head and its onboard
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nal way, such as organic holes.

MWD system. Each turbine

By using EOS technology, APS has

Now, finishing that part would
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drilling assembly from four

machine sealing surfaces and
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changing our entire manufactu-

onto a bed of fine metal powder.
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ring flow, potentially giving us
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individual metal particle melts

overnight. Aside from the
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neighbours and the layer

part-count reduction and novel
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component shapes, designers are
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Think the impossible. You can get it.
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